The application of MutMap in forward genetic studies based on whole-genome sequencing.
Classical forward genetic analysis relies on construction of complicated progeny populations and development of many molecular markers for linkage analysis in genetic mapping, which is both time- and cost-consuming. The recently developed MutMap is a new forward genetic approach based on high-throughput next-generation sequencing technologies. It is more efficient and affordable than traditional methods. Moreover, new extended methods based on MutMap have been developed: MutMap+, which is based on self-crossing; MutMap-Gap, which is used to recognize the causative variations occurring in genome gap regions; QTL-seq, a method similar to MutMap for mapping quantitative trait loci. These methods are free from constructing complicated mapping population, genetic hybridization and linkage information. They have greatly accelerated the identification of genetic elements associated with interested phenotypic variation. Here, we review the basic principles of MutMap, and discuss their future applications in next generation sequencing-based forward genetic mapping and crop improvement.